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Agenda

- diff J12k11 J12K10
- J1 Themes
- Java && HTML5
- Java ❤️ Mac OS X
- J1NDX Market Wrap Up
- James’ J1 Recommended Sessions
diff J12k11 J12K10

- Added BOF’s
- OracleWorld/JavaOne now $$$ option
- Dedicated Keynotes
- Parley’s hosting selection session multimedia
- Backpacks not as good as last year’s
J12K11 Themes

- Java SE
  - 7, 8, and beyond
- JavaFX 2.0
- Java EE 7
  - Multi-Tennancy and the cloud
- Project Avatar
  - Unified Java SE, ME, EE and HTML5 development
Over 10 BOFs and Sessions
- 22640 - HTML5 with Java Now
- Java EE and JavaFX 2.0 support
- WebSockets, possibly JSF
- WebKit based HTML renderer
- Bleeding Edge Technology
Oracle releases JDK 7 preview, GA to be released next year
JavaFX 2.0 preview released, GA to roughly follow JDK schedule
Strategy Keynote (04-Oct-2011) demoed JavaFX app on IOS
J1NDX Winners

- Java SE
- Java “the platform”
- GlassFish
- NetBeans
- Java on the Mac
- JavaOne
J1NDX Losers

- J2ME
- XML
- Harmony
- Windows 2000
J1NDX Unchanged (w/ Recommendations)

- Swing (Hold)
- Java SE 5 (Sell)
- Ant (Sell)
- HTML5 (???)
James’ J1 Recommended Sessions

- Monday and Tuesday’s Keynote Sessions (Oct 3 and 4)
- 24624 - What's new on the JDK7 Desktop?
- 23225 - JDK 7 Fork-Join Framework
- 22641 - The Heads and Tails of Project Coin
- 24787 - Get Dressed For Success: From Swing to JavaFX
- 25303 - The Diabolical Developer